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Optomechanics is a prime example of light matter interaction, where photons directly couple to phonons,
allowing the precise control and measurement of the state of a mechanical object. This makes it a very
appealing platform for testing fundamental physics or for sensing applications. Usually, such mechanical
oscillators are in highly excited thermal states and require cooling to the mechanical ground state for
quantum applications, which is often accomplished by using optomechanical backaction. However, while
massive mechanical oscillators are desirable for many tasks, their frequency usually decreases below the
cavity linewidth, significantly limiting the methods that can be used to efficiently cool. Here, we
demonstrate a novel approach relying on an intrinsically nonlinear cavity to backaction-cool a low
frequency mechanical oscillator. We experimentally demonstrate outperforming an identical, but linear,
system by more than 1 order of magnitude. Furthermore, our theory predicts that with this approach we can
also surpass the standard cooling limit of a linear system. By exploiting a nonlinear cavity, our approach
enables efficient cooling of a wider range of optomechanical systems, opening new opportunities for
fundamental tests and sensing.
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Cooling mechanical modes in, or close to, their motional
ground state is central for quantum applications. Even at
cryogenic temperatures most systems are highly populated
and further cooling is necessary. Such cooling can be
achieved with feedback cooling [1–4], or using a cavity to
perform sideband cooling [5,6], which works best in the so-
called good cavity regime, where the mechanical frequency
exceeds the cavity decay rate (ωm ≫ κ). There, a linear
cavity is desirable to allow for high photon numbers, and
cooling to the ground state was shown several years ago
[7,8]. As mechanical systems increase in size, their fre-
quency naturally decreases, which inevitably brings them
into the bad cavity regime (ωm ≪ κ). There, the same
cooling mechanism still applies; it is, however, limited to a
finite phonon occupation due to unwanted backaction [9].
Different schemes to overcome this limitation have already
been proposed, which include using two mechanical modes
[10], two cavity modes [11,12], frequency modulated light
[13], or entirely different coupling mechanisms such as
either coupling to the cavity decay rate [14] instead of the
usual dispersive coupling or coupling the mechanical
system additionally to two level systems [15]. Another
approach that has gained much attention is to use squeezed
light created outside or even inside the cavity to improve
the cooling performance [16–21].

Here, we present a fundamentally different, yet very
simple, approach by using an intrinsically nonlinear cavity
dispersively coupled with a mechanical system [Fig. 1(a)],
proposed in [22,23]. We show that the optomechanical
cooling is much more efficient than an otherwise identical
linear system. Interestingly, the benefits of this nonlinear
cooling scheme arise in the bad cavity regime, in contrast
with another recent experiment using a nonlinear system in
the good cavity regime to demonstrate cooling using four-
wave mixing [24].
A nonlinear cavity dispersively coupled to a mechanical

resonator [Fig. 1(a)] can be described by [23,25]

Ĥ=ℏ¼ωcâ†âþωmb̂
†b̂þK

2
â†â†â âþg0â†âðb̂†þ b̂Þþ Ĥd:

ð1Þ

Here, â†ðâÞ and b̂†ðb̂Þ are the creation (annihilation)
operators of the cavity and the mechanical resonator and
the respective frequencies are given by ωc and ωm. The
nonlinearity of the cavity is introduced by the Kerr constant
K, leading to a frequency shift per photon. The coupling
strength between the two systems is given by the single-
photon coupling strength g0 and Ĥd is an external drive.
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The position operator of the mechanical mode translates
as x̂ ¼ xzpmðb̂† þ b̂Þ, where xzpm is the mechanical zero
point motion. Additional information is given in the
Supplemental Material [26].
For an intuitive picture of the nonlinear cooling we

consider the cavity response to a fixed frequency probe
tone, while the optomechanical interaction changes the
probe-cavity detuning [Fig. 1(b)]. In case of a completely
linear system, a symmetric response is recovered, identical
to the response when sweeping a probe tone over a fixed
frequency cavity. The origin of the cooling can be under-
stood as a time lag of the cavity photons due to a finite
cavity lifetime [27]. The shaded area depicts the cooling
work done on the mechanical system within one cycle for
an ideal red detuned probe tone, which we simulate with a
simple model [26] using parameters closely related to the
experiment. Now, let us consider a cavity with a negative
Kerr, such that the cavity is close to bistability [28] (i.e.,
where the response of the cavity gets infinitely steep at a
certain detuning) using otherwise the same parameters as
for the linear case discussed previously. Probing this system
with a fixed frequency tone, we obtain the typical nonlinear
response. For lower drive strengths the cavity would be
effectively linear, while for higher drives bistability is
reached and two metastable states appear in a certain range

of detunings. As the enclosed area within one cycle
increases, it is evident that the cooling is enhanced
compared to the linear case. Because of the nonlinear line
shape, small changes of the cavity frequency related to the
mechanical motion induce a large variation of the cavity
photon number, which not only increases the cooling itself,
but also suppresses the unwanted backaction heating.
Working on the blue side (i.e., frequency of the probe
tone above the cavity frequency), the cavity slope is
effectively more shallow compared to the linear case,
leading to a decrease of the heating backaction.
Alternatively, the nonlinear enhanced cooling can also
be explained via the usual scattering picture. Because of
the nonlinearity, the density of states of the cavity is
asymmetric, which impacts the Stokes and anti-Stokes
rates. Additionally, due to the mechanical oscillation, the
photon number changes, which is given by the very
asymmetric shape of the intracavity photon number. The
combination of both effects leads to the enhancement of the
cooling performance, using a nonlinear cavity [25]. For a
positive Kerr, this effect would be entirely reversed.
The setup consists of a superconducting microstrip

cavity coupled to a single clamped beam—a cantilever—
with a magnet on its tip [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], similar to the
setup discussed in [29,40]. A superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) embedded in the cavity makes
it sensitive to magnetic fields, mediating the inductive
coupling to the cantilever. Recently also other experimental
realizations using inductively coupled optomechanical
systems have been demonstrated [24,41,42]. Our setup is
mounted to the base plate of a dilution refrigerator, kept at
100 mK for most of the experiments, where the system is
very stable and the mechanical mode is well thermalized.
The cavity has a frequency of ωc=2π ¼ 8.176 GHz with a
linewidth of κ=2π ¼ 3.5 MHz, while the cantilever has a
frequency of ωm=2π ¼ 274.41 kHz with a linewidth of
approximately Γm=2π ¼ 0.4 Hz, which means that the
setup resides deep in the bad cavity regime. In Fig. 2(c)
we show the dependence of the cavity frequency on the
magnetic field, which also tunes its sensitivity and deter-
mines, up to a prefactor, the coupling rate. So far we
directly measured single-photon coupling strengths of up to
7.4 kHz, while the sensitivity of the cavity allows couplings
exceeding 90 kHz [26]. Excessive flux noise does not allow
for a stable operation at those flux sensitivities, where we
estimate a flux noise of 302� 19 μϕ0, which is mainly
induced by mechanical vibrations [26].
Another aspect of a SQUID is its nonlinearity with

regard to input power, since its inductance also depends on
the number of photons circulating in the cavity. As the
number of photons in the cavity increases, the frequency
shifts to lower values, leading to the nonlinear response
when scanning a sufficiently strong probe tone across
[Fig. 2(d)]. This effect leads to an enhanced cooling, as
discussed previously (Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. Nonlinear cooling illustration. (a) Optomechanical
interaction between a mechanical oscillator and a nonlinear
cavity. (b) To illustrate the enhanced cooling, we compare the
response of the cavity photon number, nc, of a linear to an
identical nonlinear cavity. The cavity frequency changes due to
the optomechanical interaction (g0hx̂i), changing the probe-
cavity detuning. For the linear case we recover a symmetric
response, while for the nonlinear one the typical nonlinear
response. This is identical to sweeping the probe tone itself
through a fixed frequency cavity. The shaded area indicates the
cooling work done on a mechanical system within a cycle by the
cavity for parameters from the experiment. XPP denotes the peak-
to-peak amplitude of the mechanical resonator. The cooling
enhancement provided by the nonlinearity is clearly visible.
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We measure the cantilever motion by taking a homodyne
noise spectrum of the probe tone, where the mechanical
signature appears as an amplitude (phase) modulation
sideband [29] and fit this sideband with the model of a
damped harmonic oscillator [30]. To investigate the back-
action, we measure the mechanical cantilever for different
detunings between the probe tone and the cavity. Taking
such cooling traces for several powers up to bistability
reveals the cooling enhancement due to the nonlinearity.

For this measurement, we work at a moderate coupling
of 201� 3 Hz to avoid limiting effects from flux noise,
where the cavity shows a Kerr nonlinearity of K=2π ¼
−12.2þ 0.1 kHz=photon. Figure 3(a) shows such cooling
traces for two different powers. For the low power
measurement, the cavity is effectively in the linear regime
and thus the cooling curve agrees well with linear theory
[5,43]. Conversely, in the high power regime only the
nonlinear theory describes the measurement data accu-
rately. Assuming a linear cavity but otherwise identical
parameters would predict much weaker cooling and much
stronger heating than what we observe. We note that in this
regime the cooling happens over a much narrower range of
detunings such that a fit with the linear theory is not in good
agreement with the data [26]. In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we plot
the change of mechanical linewidth and frequency for the
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FIG. 3. Nonlinear cooling measurement at g0=2π ¼
201� 3 Hz. (a) Phonon number hnmi against probe-cavity
detuning, Δ, for two powers. (b),(c) Mechanical linewidth and
frequency against probe-cavity detuning for the high power case.
The suppressed heating prevents us from entering the instable
regime (Γ=2π < 0). (d) Lowest phonon number, hnmimin, for
different input power. Right before bistability (shaded region), the
cooling is limited by flux noise, which is captured in a simple
model [26]. The errors shown are the standard errors [26].
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FIG. 2. Setup and characterization. (a) Schematic depiction of
our setup. L and LJ are the cavity and the junction inductance, C,
Cc, and CG denote the self capacitance of the cavity, the coupling,
and the ground capacitance. (b) Picture of the microstrip cavity
(white) on top of a silicon substrate (golden). The cantilever chip
(gray) is glued to the silicon substrate. An optical microscope
picture (enlargement) shows the cantilever with false colored
magnet above the SQUID loop. (c) Change of cavity frequency
when applying external magnetic flux. Indicated are the measured
coupling values g0 as the flux sensitivity changes. White crosses
symbolize measurements presented in the main text, gray crosses
in [26]. (d) Characterization of the cavity nonlinearity. Close to
bistability, the response is in good agreement with the model for a
Kerr nonlinear cavity [26]. For low drive powers we effectively
recover a linear response.
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high power measurement. Again, we only observe good
agreement with the nonlinear theory. We further clearly
demonstrate the asymmetry in backaction strength when
either working red detuned (cooling) or blue detuned
(heating) with respect to the cavity as expected for a
negative Kerr, already illustrated in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 3(d) we show the lowest phonon number

measured for each cooling trace [26] against the input
power together with the predictions from the linear and
nonlinear theory. For increasing power, we clearly see the
cooling enhancement due to the nonlinear cavity, reaching
strongest cooling just before bistability. There, we outper-
form a conventional linear system by more than an order of
magnitude, making the nonlinear cooling a very efficient
cooling scheme. To properly model the impact of flux noise
at high input power, we include a Gaussian distribution for
the detuning instead of a fixed value, which reproduces the
measurement data well [26].
To explore the limits of the system, we move to higher

couplings, where we expect an increased backaction and
thus increased cooling, but at the cost of higher sensitivity to
flux noise. To reach the lowest phonon occupation currently
possible in our setup, we use a coupling of g0=2π ¼ 2136�
26 Hz and decrease the temperature of our cryostat to
40 mK. This is doubly beneficial since the thermal phonon
occupation and the linewidth of the cantilever become
smaller, reducing the impact of the environment [26].
What further helps us is a slight anomaly in the Kerr. In
this region we still have the discussed benefits of a nonlinear
system but with a smaller Kerr, which allows us to drive the
system even harder, together with a high coupling strength.
The disadvantage here is that the anomalous Kerr prevents
us from modeling the full system as in Fig. 3 [26].
In Fig. 4(a) we show three mechanical noise spectral

densities with increasing cooling backaction by increasing
the input power and changing the probe-cavity detuning,
startingwith a thermal spectral density. In Fig. 4(b) we plot a
spectral density for one of the lowest phonon occupation
numberswe can currently reach,which is heavily influenced
by flux noise. Thus, instead of the usual fit, we extract the
phonon number in two different ways: by directly integrat-
ing the area below the peak and by fitting the data using a
model including flux noise [26]. Both methods show good
agreement and give an occupation of around 14 phonons,
around 200 times below the thermal occupation.
Finally, we theoretically investigate the full capabilities

of nonlinear cooling without the limiting factors of flux
noise and hence also the possibilities of increasing g0
further. In Fig. 4(c) we show the lowest phonon number
achievable for increasing coupling. For the nonlinear
theory, shown in orange, we vary the power (dotted line)
to minimize the phonon number while operating to at most
99% of the bistable power. For comparison, the linear
cooling using the same power is shown in blue, providing at
low g0 a less efficient cooling, something that was already

observed in the experimental data (Fig. 3). Remarkably,
when not limiting the power used for the linear cavity to
minimize the phonon occupation (red dashed line), the
nonlinear cavity still provides better cooling. Thus, non-
linear cooling is not only more efficient, but also allows one
to reach a lower phonon number in the bad cavity limit.
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FIG. 4. Best cooling using higher g0. (a) Mechanical noise
spectral densities and corresponding fits at 40 mK and g0=2π ¼
2136� 26 Hz for increasing backaction by changing the input
power and the probe-cavity detuning. The noise floor decreases
with increasing backaction, which is also a result of our cavity
acting as a parametric amplifier [44]. hnci are the average number
of photons circulating in the cavity for the measurement; the
uncertainties arise from uncertainties in the input photon number,
linewidth, and detuning. The uncertainties for the phonon
numbers are fit errors. (b) Spectral density for one of the lowest
mechanical occupation numbers we measured. We fit this trace
with a model including flux noise (dashed, [26]). The uncertainty
on the phonon number comes from the uncertainty of the offset
determination for the numeric integration [26]). (c) Theory
prediction for the lowest phonon occupation reachable when
increasing g0 always using the optimal input power for the
nonlinear case (K=2π ¼ −12 kHz=nc) up to bistability (orange,
the dotted line is the input power). For the comparison to linear
theory we either use the same power (blue line) or the ideal power
for the linear case (red dashed). All other parameters remain
constant. Nonlinear cooling allows cooling to hnmi ¼ 2.97, while
in the linear case cooling is limited to 3.18 phonons.
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To conclude, we demonstrate a novel way of cooling an
optomechanical system by using an intrinsically nonlinear
cavity. We show that the nonlinearity has to be crucially
taken into account when describing optomechanical back-
action on the mechanical cantilever and demonstrate a
tenfold cooling enhancement compared to an otherwise
identical linear system. By increasing the coupling, we
show cooling of the mechanical occupation from 2800
thermal phonons to 14 phonons. However, not only does
flux noise prevent us from cooling to lower occupation, it
also restricts us from operating at even higher couplings,
while the sensitivity of our cavity allows for a single-
photon coupling strength exceeding 90 kHz. There, we
would reach single-photon quantum cooperativity exceed-
ing unity when working at 40 mK and assuming that we
reduce our flux noise by a factor of 2.
Interestingly, for some region of coupling strengths, the

nonlinear cooling even beats the standard cooling limit of a
linear system by a small amount, where the region can be
tuned by the nonlinearity. This combines an optomechan-
ical system in the bad cavity regime with a nonlinear cavity,
which are separately often considered as unfavorable.
Furthermore, previous work [21] has experimentally dem-
onstrated that externally generated squeezed light injected
into the cavity can eliminate unwanted backaction. In this
context, it will be interesting to study whether or not
internal squeezing that can be generated in Kerr cavities can
be applied as a resource for enhanced cooling. This
approach is especially relevant when working with massive
mechanical systems, which are essential for many tests of
fundamental physics and sensing applications [31,45–49].
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